
Subj: The Best Protection from CORONA VIRUS

Hello,
True Story! I was at my local convenience store last 
night and a lady walked in looking for hand sanitizer.

The store was completely out of its entire stock of
sanitizer in just one day! Once the word got out
about a person in Kirkland that died from 
CORONA VIRUS everyone started to take action.

Many schools are closing to deep clean everything
possible. The more sanitary our environment the safer
we are from this virus but this is not the best protection.. 

People are taking many precautions but most of them 
are not as helpful as they think. Face masks are being
bought by the thousands but did you know the
CDC says they are ineffective. The virus travels 
through and around these masks.

Hand sanitizer is also not very effective.
Washing hands costs almost nothing and has
been proven by research to be even
more effective than sanitizing lotions.

The biggest problem is that the virus is AIRBORNE
traveling through the air we breath. The symptoms 
at the beginning are often minor. A person can 
be infected and does not know it and neither 
will you.

Of course there are no guarantees but you can
protect yourself from the virus and many other
diseases in the AIR by keeping the air fresh in your
home and business.

I recommend a very advanced and proven machine that 
actually kills virus’s and bacteria as well as mold,
mildew, and almost every contaminant in the air.

This machine will kill the CORONA VIRUS before 
it infects you. If some one comes into your home infected
this machine will kill the virus if it enters the air.

It uses four advanced methods in one unit to kill
and remove all airborne contaminants:

Needlepoint Ionization
Scalable Purification
Advanced Photo Catalytic Oxidation
Electrostatic Filtration
and can clean the air in an ENTIRE HOUSE up
to 3,000 square feet so there’s no need for most people
to have more than one machine. 

With most machines you would need one in
literally almost every room. 

They are such a great value considering all the benefits
and since only one to two are needed but I do recommend 
one for your business.

Tell the boss about this. One should be purchased for
every business. Imagine if everyone had one at their
homes and businesses the CARONA VIRUS would be
almost dead in its tracks and most people would 
be protected from everything else as well like the common
cold and Flu.

We received a SPECIAL DEAL on these air purifiers / cleaners 
and can pass on the savings to you. 

IF you want to have literally the best protection for 
you and your family I strongly suggest purchasing
one of these machines. 

They are not very expensive
considering they can clean the entire house and
keep you from getting sick. They will protect you and
your family not just this year but every flu season. 

And there are no filters to change and almost zero 
maintenance. Just plug it in and in minutes your
entire home is a SAFE ZONE.

Go to https://mytriadaer.com for more information,

We have 10 units on order coming to the office 
tomorrow and 4 have already been spoken.

IF you would like one please call immediately 
and purchase how ever many you need. 
We will put your name on it and put it
aside for you. 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
          Buy Direct From Us and SAVE!
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Save on shipping plus get an additional $95! off 
the purchase price.

Imagine feeling protected because you are 
doing the smartest thing you can to protect yourself
and your family where it counts at HOME!

Best,
Dr. Lyle Love
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